It gives. You take. It's the perfect relationship.

Engineering at its absolute finest. The ability to take on everything the road can throw at you without a glint of sweat. This is the new 911, totally reengineered at its core to connect with you at yours. Its new optional Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK) allows for incredibly fast shifting, and the new Direct Fuel Injection (DFI) system not only increases the engine's output but conserves more fuel. Now your every whim for power, and the ability to control it, are answered in mere milliseconds. Experience this amazing relationship for yourself by visiting Boardwalk Porsche today for a customer service experience that is second to none. Porsche. There is no substitute.

The new 911.
Experience the reengineered legend at Boardwalk Porsche.
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CHECK IN: 7:30 a.m.

DEVELOPING DRIVERS:
- Full instruction available
- Loaner helmets are available
- Head socks are available for sale, or bring other cotton helmet liner

SAFETY INSPECTION:
- Will be done on site before the event

Members: $20
Non-Members $35
Pre-registration at www.clubregistration.net
Late registrants $5 more
See our web site at
http://mav.pca.org/Events/AX.asp
for information, or contact the organizer, Bryan Bell at
TT@mavpca.org
OR call 214-789-6895

---

TAKE A SUNDAY DRIVE - TO HISTORIC DENISON

Our first Sunday drive will be "through the country" to Denison, Texas. The drive itself will be fun as we have a route that takes us down some great country roads and past some little towns that time has almost forgotten. Our destination is downtown Denison. The central area has been restored with interesting sights and shops. We have a great restaurant stop for a snack before returning back home.

Meet at Braum's in Plano at 600 15th, east of 75
SUNDAY March 22nd at 1 pm to leave at 1:30
As I look through the pages of this month, I notice one common thread winding through (as if I was in the driver’s seat enjoying the roads of AL with Travis and Robyn) our past activities as well as those in front of us (Parade), and that is PASSION! Something about the marquee known around the world as Porsche breeds an intense emotion compelling our action, and this is where we find passion, fervor, ardor, enthusiasm, and/or zeal. We all can relate to this feeling, and if you are lucky enough to except it and spend the day at our April Driver’s Education at Eagles Canyon, you will be able to take part in a very special opportunity and share with one of Porsche’s own passionate makers of history. Check out Carrie Carrera’s article and prepare yourself for a day you won’t soon forget. Another point I would like to make is about our national event known as Parade. It isn’t too early to start making plans for this year’s event in Colorado. Actually, it’s probably a good idea. So, if you haven’t been to a Parade, find a member that has and find out how passionate they are about the activities and people they have come to look forward to each year. Through the next several months, we will be sharing more about Parade, so stay tuned.
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Please help us to keep growing!
Drifting
by Mike Brodigan, President

Bonding: To me it is doing something you enjoy with someone you enjoy doing it with. A few years ago I gave my son, Jason, a Drivers Education weekend as a Christmas gift. From then on, he has been as hooked as I am. It is great to be at the track together. Almost as much fun anticipating the events and talking (a.k.a. bench racing) about them afterwards. He says the time is coming soon when he earns a “point by.” We’ll see.

During the several years of instructing at DEs, I have had scores of students who participate with someone special. Brother/sister; mother/daughter; father/son, girlfriend/boyfriend; you name the combo, and we have had ‘em. Driving events are great for bonding because in addition to the driving time, there is also ample time to enjoy each other’s company in between sessions. So decide on who you want to be with, and come on out to the track!

Driving events are not the only opportunity for bonding. Rallies are a great team activity, and Sunday Drives may well be the perfect date. Our social events are a natural of course. If you are ‘fixin’ to do something with someone special, check out our events calendar. You are sure to find a winner.

Note to Tony George: Why can’t you and Bernie get your act together, and bring the F1 race back to the United States? To make things worse, they have gone and cancelled the Canadian F1 as well. Don’t you guys realize that there is no way you can develop a large following if you do not hold a race on North American soil? OK, forget that for a minute. How about putting the IRL cars on the road track, and call it the “Great American Grand Prix.” You have the track and the race series. Heck, you could even do a standing start, and F1 type qualifying. If the teams were really nice, you could even let them use those fancy garages under the inside grandstands. If all that fails, just let us run a Porsche Club Race. We would bring the house down. Food for thought.
Cue the victory lap

For yet another year, Park Place Porsche has been named a Porsche Premier Dealer. It’s a highly exclusive distinction recognizing the top 25 Porsche dealers in North America for exceptional performance and client satisfaction. And as the only Premier Dealer in the state of Texas, we’re a natural when it comes to purchasing, servicing and building race-ready Porsche vehicles. To get your Porsche up to speed, contact Steve Fordham at 214.443.8286 or Jason England at 214.443.8278—and experience Premier service today.

Park Place Porsche is a Premier Dealer for 2009.

Park Place Porsche
(214) 525-5400
6113 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, TX 75209
www.parkplaceporsche.com
Service hours M - F 7:00AM - 7:00PM,
Sa 9:00AM - 5:00PM
WARNING: These minutes might be a little scattered due to the Secretary being “under the weather” with the flu. I cannot guarantee that these pages are not contagious. Achoo!

We had quite a different opening for the February meeting. Who knew that Cher would be a part of the Maverick PCA Board Meeting? Yes, Mike Brodigan brought in his Ipod and shared his variety of music with the group.

The meeting began at 7:00 PM with Mike asking Tracey for a “quickie”…report that is. Tracey Gross reported that the New Member Party was quite a success. There were about 50 people who RSVP’d for the event, and we had about 30-40 additional walk-ins. Overall, there were about 20 New Members. Yea!!

Mike asked Teri Davis to give an update on the Round-Up location. Teri explained that there was a misunderstanding on the original quoted price and there is no confirmed location yet. Any suggestions are welcome.

It was now time to go around the table for input from all in attendance.

Bob Lewis said “we have Happy Hours.” January’s HH had a decent crowd of about 25-28 at ZEA Wood Fire Grill in Plano.

Charlie Davis had nothing to say.

Jim Falgout says that “our money is good.”

Christy Payne reports that “she has goodies.” She also made a very exciting announcement (no, she is not pregnant) that she is going to take over as the new AX Chair. Claps all around the room! She wasted no time at all with her new duties because she has already set dates for some Autocrosses. May 16th or 17th will be at Birdville. June 6th or 7th will also be at Birdville. AX #6 will be at TMS on Sept.13th and the Charity AX will also be at TMS on Oct. 10th

Lisa Steele had nothing to say.

Richard Bradley says that he is working on cleaning up the look of pg. 4 of Slipstream. Any airbrushing on the secretary would be greatly appreciated, Richard. Well, while you’re there, you might want to do some on the VP, also. Richard also reported that he has a New Member writing an article from the NM party.

“Cough, Cough, Sniffle, Sniffle”

Tracey Gross (or will it be Wendy Shoffit…keep reading the minutes and you will understand this comment) is working on putting together a Wine Tasting and possibly a Murder Mystery. We have May at Mayo’s all set for May 2nd and we have a location for the Father’s Day Picnic. It will be at Michael and Michele De Jong’s house this year.

Jan Mayo reports that we have Ads.

Wendy Shoffit passed around a brochure she has been working on. Everyone really liked it and can’t wait for the final product. She also reported that there are about 40 people who have signed up to receive the Directory. She said that the on-line yellow pages are okay with about 15 ads. She also announced that the Club Race application has been approved. More will be discussed at the next DE/CR meeting on February 14th.

Clint Blackman reports that there will be a Sunday Drive on March 22nd. He was WAY more excited about sharing with the group his trip to Stuttgart and getting the once in a lifetime opportunity to be present for the opening of the Porsche Museum. He promises to write an article and give us more insight to this beautiful place.

Carey Spreen talked to about 6-8 people about Rallies at the New Member party and they all seemed very excited about trying it out. Carey is planning a Mille Miglia Rally...
around Italy, TX. He also plans on adding more information about Rally’s on the website.

Travis Howard reported that all AX/TT deposits are back and that all Mineral Wells dates are confirmed. He also commented that the TT rules will need to be revised to reflect the new TT at MSR.

Christy reporting for Denny Payne says that the Google calendar is live and functioning very well. Denny also plans to put Slipstream on the main page of our website to make it more visible.

Robyn Howard wanted to know why Christy was doing her job by putting dates on the calendar…Cat Fight!! All is okay and there were only a few nails broken and some (very little) hair was pulled out.

To cool things off…Wendy announced that she will take over as Socials Chair. I think Tracey kissed her but I’m not totally sure on that.

After the basic business was taken care of, Mike had the whole group break into small groups for some major BRAINSTORMING. The goal was to come up with some ideas on how to improve New Member and Current Member participation within the club. Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM and I MUST go to bed now…doctor’s orders.
The Infection of My Passion...

By Steve Chevrier

I’ve been a member of the Maverick Region for a whole year now and I must say, the more I get involved, the better it gets. Here is my story of how my dream and passion has spread through my family... literally.

My story begins as many guys’ probably does, as a young kid dreaming. As far back as I can remember, I’ve always loved the Porsche 911. To me it was the ultimate dream car and I knew I would have one, one day. Well, as life unfolded and money fell from the sky unexpectedly, the sun and moon aligned and my sweetheart, Jackie, knew my passion and helped me find “the one.” She is 23, has a perfect body with curves that would make any guy jealous. A flawless display of all that gets a guy’s heart racing and inspires illegal acts of passion, and yes, she’s black and beautiful. She is my ’86 Porsche 911 Targa.

Anyhow, I have been passionately in love with my new toy, and I must say that even after a year, I’m still madly in love with her. You know that old saying “and this too shall pass?” Well, I would have to disagree in that I still love everything about this car. It’s the smell of the leather. The feeling of the seats wrapping around you. The sound of the engine starting and the groan of it hitting the red line as you shift through the gears. It’s the feeling of the steering as it tells you exactly what it’s doing and what the road is like. The breaking point where the tires can grip no more as you pull through a turn feeling for the limits of machine and man. If I could race it every day, I would.

And then there is the ultimate beauty of the way it looks as you walk into the garage. Her shapes are unmistakably defined as a 911. The large headlights defining the front with the hood sloping to the ground like the nose of a fighter jet looking like it’s flying while sitting still. The back slopes from the top all the way to the rear bumper as one continued flow. It’s a perfect form that just says, “come take me for a drive and forget about the day’s trials.” I’ll have to admit that she’s sometimes the first to get a hug when I get home from a trip.

For those who love the 911 like I do, every day is a great day and life is worth living. I can’t image my life without her. Can one be so obsessed about a car? I suppose there are worse things in this world.

As I began to get involved in the club activities, I invited my other love, Jackie, to join me. She might have been reluctant at first, but found the other members to be quite entertaining and fun to be around. Her first outing was to Uncle Buck’s for the December Happy Hour. It was a grand time and we had a blast. I later learned that she feared the club would either be a bunch of old guys or a bunch of techno nerd rich guys that wouldn’t be any fun. As fate would have it, they were just the opposite. Well, ok, there were a few old guys, but they were all a blast and we laughed most of the night. The second outing was the new member party right here in our own area. This is when the fun started. I knew that Jackie had some fine stories of her own hot rodding back in the day where she terrorized the streets in Florida and somehow crashed her own sports car off alligator alley. I knew there was some spark of race inspired passion in her still.

When she started to hear the stories of the other ladies in the club who loved to race (Jan, Wendy, Christy... etc) she too began to get inspired. What was once just my passion and her acceptance began to draw her in also. It seems she still had the spark, but thought this was just a guy thing. We left the luncheon and she immediately wanted to sign up for the next AX and TT. I had one of those hidden exclamations of “YES!” as I knew great things were about to begin. I think one of the greatest things that can happen is for a couple to be excited about the same thing. It will become something that we can both enjoy. The only problem will be.... where will we park another Porsche. Yes, she wants her own already, and yellow no less. Can you see my big grin now? It’s all good.

Well, my story doesn’t end there. My father called to discuss taking my son with him and my mom to the auto show this past Friday. He went on to say that mom’s Caddy’s “smart buy” is ending, and they are thinking of finding something else fun to drive. I remarked to him that...
I was going to send an email stating that I was cashing in my 401K to invest in something that would actually be worth something years from now. I told him I was going to invest in the 2010 Carrera GT and consider that my retirement egg. We laughed for a while and then began to talk about what my car was now worth and what I had paid for it. I proceeded to show him how to look at the values of the older Porsches on the Internet. He was impressed at how they still held their value over the years.

As we settled on one particular ’98 Boxster that looked to be in fine shape for an 11 year old car and a minimal investment, my mom walks in and catches us like a couple of kids looking at dirty pictures on the web. Much to our surprise, she asked in great excitement if that was her next car. Now to a Porsche fanatic, to have your sweetheart and now your mother excited about your own passion,... well, as the Master Card commercials would say: “priceless.” This was Friday night. The next day we went to look at it. We picked it over with a fine toothed comb and then I took my dad for a drive in it. I gave him my best impression of a Mario Andretti test drive around North Dallas. When we got back, without hesitation, my dad signed on the bottom line. From there, we went straight to RUF to check out the scan and wash and met Hans. In one weekend they have been inspired to break out of their mold, buy a Porsche of their own, and have been to a Maverick event. It took me 39 years to get here!

My folks picked up their Boxster this morning and we spent this evening driving around to show it off to the rest of the family and making stops for coffee and then dinner. Two Porsches on the prowl. They seem to have lost 15 years or more and their smiles haven’t stopped. What I love most about Porsche is that it’s not just some old guy’s passion that he hides in the closet with. No, this is something that the whole family can enjoy. The people in the club are great and definitely from all walks of life. My folks see this as a great way to have a blast and spend time with their own son. Sometimes you have to just break out of that mold and do something others might think is crazy. As a Porsche nut, it’s true bliss. I’m not sure if I’ve corrupted them and Jackie, or inspired them to live life to the fullest. I can’t wait for the next AX/TT and the DE at Eagles Canyon. I’ll have to say that you will see more of us this year and I can’t wait. Life is good!

Many thanks to Joel Nannis for correcting me on how to say “Porsche,” Wendy Shoffit, Jan Mayo, Christy Dominick, and others for inspiring my other love, Jackie, to want to be a part of this passion for racing and great people we call the Maverick Region PCA.

Have a great day, I know I will.
Passion for Parade

by Wendy Shoffit

Porsche Parade... what a great way to spend a week of vacation during the summer! The cars, the people, the places, the competition, the food! Where to even start talking about it? Charlotte was my 8th Parade since joining the club in 1997. Knowing what I know about the event, I wish I could say it had been my 11th. Life sometimes gets in the way, though, preventing us from always doing everything we want. Regardless, I am planning to make it every year until I can’t make it anymore. I want to be the one left standing during the Concours Banquet as the person who has attended the most parades. I might have to live to be 150 to do it, though! I’m not the only one with the passion.

So, why am I so passionate about Parade? Why do I spend so much of my time trying to convince members from my local region to go party with us for the week? Well, I honestly can’t imagine spending a more fun-filled week. Now, I’m sure you are doubting the validity of that statement, but let me clarify. I love to have a good time. I enjoy things like amusement parks, driving fast, and traveling with my family. Last year I finally spent a glorious 10 days in Paris with my husband and daughter that I wouldn’t trade for anything. It was truly amazing. However, as much as I loved it, I don’t think I could go there year after year. Seeing similar sights, eating similar foods, trying my best to speak the local language... it’s hard to imagine. That’s where Parade has an advantage. Every year it’s somewhere different, so I don’t tire of the scenery. Local cuisine is always different, so I don’t tire of the food. I already know English pretty well, so I don’t have to struggle with language (although one might say that people in the north talk kinda funny). Most amazingly, though, are the people who attend. Some are at their very first Parade and have a bewildered sort of look on their faces and so appreciate an understanding, friendly smile and a bit of guidance with what to do next. Others are seasoned veterans, offering that guidance with the warm smile. Those people you see year after year and know they come back each time for the same reason you do. Our club’s motto couldn’t be more true... “It’s not the Cars, it’s the People.” So, having a week’s worth of unbridled fun in a new place (did I mention the fabulous hotels) eating great food with 1000 friends? How can that be rivaled?

Okay, so it all can’t be about the people. After all, we ARE members of the PORSCHE club, so it must have something to do with the cars. You’re right... tell them what they’ve won, Rod! How about the opportunity to view some of the most spectacular cars in the country? Nearly every model that has been manufactured seems to be represented in the Concours. It’s truly amazing seeing how beautiful a 40 year old car can look with enough love and attention. I swear they look better than any of my cars did straight off the line. I have also never been as close to so many historical race cars in my entire life. While until a few years ago, I didn’t even know what a 917 was or how to identify it, I’ve seen several at various Parades. Speechless.

P-cars aren’t JUST for looking pretty. Rumor has it that they go pretty fast, too (the 917 could go from 0-60 in 1.9 seconds, but I digress). While we won’t achieve 917 speeds on the autocross, there are some amazingly fast cars out there, driven by some amazingly fast drivers from around the country. While you’re not driving your car to the limit, maybe you could be testing your navigating or driving skills on the TSD rally. While you’re not in the car autocrossing or rallying, how about testing your intellect and trivial knowledge absorption and regurgitation on the Tech Quiz? Who knows what your limits can be until you try.

Parade is not all about people, cars and competition, though. It’s truly phenomenal how many different activities there are for all the different people out there. Young, old, competitive, artistic, social butterflies... Golf tournaments, art shows, RC cars, banquets, goodie store (for the shopper in you), historic displays, tech sessions, wine tastings, motivational speeches (ever hear of Vic Elford? He was in Hershey; Norbert Singer? He was in Charlotte; Peter Porsche? He has been to about 30 Parades now!), autograph sessions, sponsor booths, local tours and door prizes... Oooohh the door prizes! How about a new set of tires? Already have those? Well, how about a trip to Germany? You have to attend the final Victory Banquet to win that one. Wait a minute, maybe if you don’t go, it’ll increase MY chances to win! *smile*

So, my passion, as you can see has many different sources to feed from. If you can find a more entertaining vacation opportunity, I’d love to hear about it. Every moment you spend at Parade can be filled with something fun to do that will suit your personality. But don’t just trust my opinion, why not go to your first Parade? All you have to do is sign up online beginning March 3, 2009. My first was in Sacramento in 2000. Will Keystone be your first in 2009? I hope to see you there!
What a great day January 31st was to enjoy our Porsches and visit with friends while learning about the condition of our cars. As Saturday morning became pleasant and sunny, some 55 beautiful Porsches, of every body style converged on Ruf Auto Centre of Dallas.

Pastries and hot coffee awaited the gathering as well as friendly smiles from the Ruf staff. And speaking of the staff, what a knowledgeable team!!! Several teams worked throughout the day keeping things running smoothly. Drivers: Mark Plummer and Hans Hoffmann. Pit Crew: Mark Jemison, Tom Magnusson, Travis Cearley, Bob McAfee. Track Support and Wash: Jacky Roffe, Carlos and Alex Mejia. No sooner were the pastries and coffee gone, pizza was delivered for everyone to enjoy. We were very well hosted with great service, food and friendship. The day was the absolute best for any Porsche lover.

All Members Party

Hey all. How did the party go? new members? old members? activity interests? impeach the pres? ...It was WONDERFUL! There were more new members there than I’ve EVER seen at a new member party in the past, unless maybe the first one where I didn’t know anyone... Anyway, Tracey did a fabulous job with all the food and drinks. Somehow it ended up just about perfect, with very little waste and I don’t think anything ran out.

...Lots of interest, it seemed in activities, but I only got to talk to a few new members, as most of them were already talking to seasoned members.

...I think the weekend (between NFL division playoffs and the Super Bowl) was just perfect, as was the location.
Finally. A real road course in North Texas.

With 2.5 miles of silk-smooth asphalt surface, 15 gripping turns and 70 feet of elevation change, it’s no wonder that Eagles Canyon Raceway is attracting enthusiasts and premier drivers alike.

Coming Late Fall 2006 to the north Texas region, Eagles Canyon will rank in the collection of motorsports raceways as one of the most desired, most challenging, most formidable tracks in the world.

With one of Eagles Canyon Limited Memberships you can place yourself in the drivers seat of priviledges with a track that is quickly becoming history in the making.

Join us by signing up at www.eaglescanyon.com and activate your special access today. and experience the reality yourself!

---

ISTOOK’S MOTORSPORTS
2729 TILLAR ST.
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76107
(817) 332-6547
(817) 332-6548 FAX

We are now building and taking orders for Porsche 924/944’s for SCCA, PCA and NASA racing for the 2007 season.

With the addition of the PCA 944-SPEC (SP1-SP3) series, there is now a greater than ever venue to economically race these cars. In SCCA, you can have a GT2, GT3, EP, or ITA racer. With PCA, you can pick from a number of classes, dependent upon your car.

Cars are built from mid to wild, depending upon what class you plan to enter and to what level you want to participate.

Our experience building and racing Porsches goes back to our 911’s in the mid and late 70’s, and 944’s in the 80’s in SCCA, IMSA GTU and Firehawk, PCA in the late and early 80’s/90’s, and Speedvision GT, Rolex GT and GT in 2000 up. In addition to the Porsches, we have had ahand in building five AUDI S4’s for the Grand AM Cup, and a couple of AUDI TT’s for SCCA.

We can build on our inventory of chassis’s, or take yours and develop it into the race car you want.

Get ready for the 2007 season NOW! We plan to attend and support as many race events for 2007 as our racing schedule will allow.

Dan Istook and B.J. Jones
FOREIGN CAR CARE
A PLACE THAT FERRY WOULD’VE LOVED!

NEAREST, 3RD LOCATION
6134 DENTON DRIVE, DALLAS 75235
214-989-3300 - AUTOSCOPE.NET

Announces a World-Class, State-Of-The-Art Facility, worthy to be your Alternative Source for Porsche Service, Maintenance and High-Performance, right here in the heart of Dallas, next to Love Field Airport.

Certified Porsche Technicians
Bosch Authorized Service Center
Dual Dynamometers
Race-Driving-Simulator
Visit the 21st Century Shop Today.
You will Love it, Autoscope Promises.
Within the Porsche Club of America there are SIG’s (Special Interest Groups) that focus on a specific model of Porsche. Robyn and I are active in the 914 SIG, of which our own Charlie Davis is the PCA national advocate. Each year the 914 groups from different sections of the country get together to celebrate the 914’s history and have some fun. There is an event on the East coast, the West coast, and the one we participate in, the Mid-US Ramble. This year would be the 10th Ramble; the meaning of Ramble in this event is debatable and full of conjecture. All I can say is the name stuck and that’s that.

The Ramble this year was spearheaded by Lawrence “Rusty” Bonkoski and Scott Bradley, who are members of the Heart of Dixie Region. Our own Maverick Region members, Clay and Betty Perrine, assisted them. The event was scheduled to take place in and around the Huntsville, AL, area, and half the fun would be getting there. Since this was a 914 event, you have to have 914’s. So on a Wednesday morning in late October, a group of four 914’s, Betty’s orange ’74, Clay’s red ’73, Avery Murphy’s yellow ’76, and my yellow ’74, joined by Robyn’s red ’86 944 headed out to Huntsville, AL. We planned an overnight stop in Memphis to meet up with a couple other teeners coming down from Minnesota. With just a couple stops for gas and lunch we were able to make good time to Memphis. Unfortunately we missed a turn and ended up in one of those parts of town where as you come up on a red light you’re praying, “turn green-turn green pleeease.” Well we found our Hotel, unloaded the cars, and regrouped to find some of that world famous Memphis BBQ. We set our hungry sights on Corky’s BBQ and painfully over indulged ourselves with BBQ brisket, ribs, chicken, pork and anything else they put their famous BBQ sauce on and washed it down with sweet tea. Unable to get out of our chairs, we chatted and discussed all things 914.

Thursday morning we prepared for the last leg of the trip after the additional members of our caravan arrived. Except for the constant rain, the drive into Huntsville was uneventful. We arrived in Huntsville, checked into the hotel, and prepared for three days of nonstop car centric activities. The Ramble’s headquarters was at the Marriott Hotel at 1 Tranquility Base, which is adjacent to the US Space and Rocket Center. It was always easy to find the way back to the hotel, all you had to do was look for the 370-foot Saturn V rocket beside the highway. In the lobby of the hotel we were greeted by the event organizers and other attendees and received a guidebook that contained a description of each of the ten scheduled events and maps to each location. The first event that evening was a tech session at a local shop, were the subject would be 914 engine removal. While a group of 914 experts discussed, debated and demonstrated their skills at dropping and reinstalling a 914 engine, the rest of us enjoyed burgers and hotdogs with all the fixins. Everyone also had an opportunity to meet in person fellow enthusiasts they had only known online from the 914World.com forum. After the engine was reinstalled, from what I’m told is the proper location (mid-engine), we headed back to the hotel for some more socializing in the hospitality suite. As the party was getting started and we were really enjoying ourselves, the police showed up and shut us down. Something about disturbing the other hotel guest by being too boisterous.

Friday morning started early. The car show was scheduled for 10 o’clock so everyone took turns washing and shining up their cars for the people’s choice judging. Cars were grouped by engine size and usage. My car was in the four cylinders, modified non-daily driver group, and Robyn’s 944 was in the non-914 group. There actually were two cars with V-8 motors, one of them being a 928 engine. After the car show a local PCA driving instructor held a tech session covering autocrossing 101, because on Sunday the last event would be an autocross with the local SCCA club. The first drive of the Ramble was scheduled
next. This was no little run down the street and turn around drive. This was a five-hour scenic tour in the Appalachian foothills of northern Alabama. The weather was perfect, the trees were showing their fancy fall colors, and with the targa top off and a curvy road in front the views were delightful. Before I realized it we had arrived at the restaurant for dinner. Here was another opportunity to socialize and discuss the day’s events before heading back to the hotel.

Saturday’s events started with a swap meet; here was a chance to find that special part your 914 just had to have. At 9 o’clock everyone reassembled in the parking lot of the Marriott to hear Rusty tell us about the next drive, which would be a Poker Run to the Jack Daniels Distillery in Lynchburg, TN. We would be driving the country back roads just like the moonshine runners back in the day. But you know when things are just going too good something is bound to happen, and it did. After driving 700 miles in a 35-year-old car without the slightest problem, my 914 decided to get temperamental. Clay quickly diagnosed the issue as a starter motor failure. The starter wasn’t dead, it just needed a little help to turn over. So the solution was: each time I needed to start the car, I would reach under the motor and tap the starter with a hammer while Robyn turned the key to start the car. So off we headed to Tennessee, this turned out to be quite a treat for the locals as they stood on their porches and watched thirty Porsches pass by. During the drive we stopped at designated points to be issued poker cards. The cards would be used that night at the awards banquet to decide the winner of a souvenir bottle of Jack Daniels. After receiving our last card at the Jack Daniels’ visitor center, everyone had the chance to have lunch and souvenir shop in historic downtown Lynchburg before returning to Huntsville. Back at the hotel there was no time to rest; it was time to get ready for the awards banquet, which was at the Army’s Redstone Arsenal Officers’ Club.

As before, we reassembled down in the parking lot for a procession to the Army Base. Because of security the whole group would need to be together as we were cleared through the gate. As fate would have it, a slight glitch happened and the security gate did not get the list of attendees going to the Officers’ Club. So instead of just showing a driver’s license, proof of insurance and registration, a search of all thirty cars would now be required before entry on to the Base. Now this was really going to mess up the dinner schedule. Well Rusty jumped into action and called someone who called someone who called the security gate and got us in with just an ID check. Problem resolved, we lined up in parade formation and headed to the Officers’ Club. After everyone had time to visit the bar and seat themselves, it was time for the tech quiz as a delicious dinner of Beef Wellington or Chicken Cordon Bleu was served. The tech quiz was a Clay Perrine concoction and unless you had crawled inside and out of a 914 for ten years, you didn’t have a chance. After the awards came the part of the evening that everyone waits for, the door prizes. Back on Thursday everyone was given three tickets as they checked in and were told not to lose them because they would be important later. Well now was later and as an extra bonus Robyn and I were asked to give out the door prizes. This would be no small task as the sponsors of the Ramble had been very generous with prizes ranging from a set of Yokohama tires to a transmission rebuild certificate. So I started pulling tickets and Robyn would call out the number as a runner delivered the prizes to the winner. After all the tickets were pulled there were still prizes left, so all the tickets were put back in the bowl and it started again. The evening ended after all the awards, prizes, and kudos were handed out.

Sunday arrived a perfect day to autocross, warm and sunny. But since my car was having starter issues and when you autocross a 35 year old car anything can happen, Robyn and I decided to get an early start home while the rest of the Texas contingent left for the autocross site. We planned a straight minimal stop trip home hoping the starter motor would last.

Mike and Linda Floyd joined us for part of the way home till they decided to take a more scenic and casual route back to Texas. We arrived back in Irving Sunday evening tired but satisfied that this year’s Ramble had been lots of fun and a great success.
Come out & Say THANK YOU for the 911
by Carrie Carrera - Driver Education Instructor

Thanks to Who?: Peter Schutz, former CEO and President of Porsche AG (1981-88).

Where: Motorsport Ranch.

When: During the APRIL Driver Education at MSR – Saturday April 25.

Mark your calendars now!

Wow, what a great month we had in January. Did you all watch the Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona? Some of you were with me at the New All Member’s event in Keller and we had the great opportunity to watch the Porsche-powered Brumos car WIN, and the sister team car finished 3rd on the same lap. Our good friend Patrick Long brought his 911 GTR to 1st place in class. Now aren’t you ready to get behind the wheel yourself after that much excitement!

Those of you who follow Porsche history know that in 1980 Porsche planned to discontinue the 911 model, among several other really bad decisions. Professor Porsche decided to fire the current president and hired an American, Peter Schutz, to take over running his little car company. In very short order, Peter reversed that decision and made plans to not only continue the 911, but also to make a cabriolet version, 4 wheel drive super car (959) and many other fun and exciting variations. Let us not forget the impact that Peter had on Porsche racing history with the 956, 962 and Formula 1 MacLaren campaigns.

The April DE will feature a very special guest of Maverick Region – Peter Schutz and his wife Sheila will be spending Saturday with their Maverick Region friends starting with the driver’s meetings in the club house and ending with a special evening dinner at the track for a ‘fireside chat’ to share some of their favorite Porsche Stories. During the day they will be touring the paddock and visiting with all of you, and then leading the charity Parade laps over the lunchtime. We invite members and friends to come out and spend the day with us – even if you aren’t participating directly in the driving school.

Peter’s book “The Driving Force” Getting Extraordinary Results with Ordinary People” is available on Amazon.com, get yours and bring to the track for an autograph.

So since you are coming out anyway, consider participating in your first DE if you haven’t done so yet. You may be asking: Can any Porsche come out to these events? Sure – however just like any athletic event, preparation is so important. You will need to get inspected by an authorized mechanic to make sure that your brakes, lights, and engine and overall condition is all ready to rock and roll. Fresh brake flush is most important because stopping is more important than going on the track! There is a tech form on the website with a checklist of all the safety and preparation items to be considered.

Top up – you rookie ratops will be going on track with the top closed, until you are experienced and have added the proper safety equipment to go “topless.”

What happens during a typical event? The day starts when you pull into the track facility, and you will be asked to sign a waiver and get a wrist band to indicate that you are already signed in. The mandatory driver’s meeting is at 7:30am at the clubhouse. During the meeting you will be introduced to the team of event staff, and discuss the agenda for the day.

Each driver is assigned a run group based on driver experience with the club. Everyone starts in Green – the novice group with an instructor. The next progression is to the Blue group where you will still have an instructor until you prove that you are proficient enough to be “Solo”.

Top 10 Reasons to come out to the April DE at MSR:  
1. Peter Schutz and his wife will be there.
2. You want to show off the latest wax and shine on your Porsche.
How do you spell Driver Education?

WE spell it: :-D :-E)

Come out and see if we don’t put a Smiley on YOUR face!

April 25-26 at Motorsport Ranch, Sponsored by ParkPlace

6113 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75209 888.818.5932

More information at mav.pca.org/events/DE

Registration details at clubregistration.net
TRIVIA CONTEST
MARCH
It’s Easy to Play:
Enter online at http://mav.pca.org or email answers to: Trivia@mavpca.org. Thanks to Jerry DeFeo for putting this together!
Rules: 1 Point per each correct answer, 1 entry per member. Drawing to tie break. Deadline 3/31/09.
Congratulations to our January winner,
Honorable mention goes to Cyril Reif, for being the only person to get #3 correct.

Answers: 1) d  2) a  3) d  4) d  5) d

MARCH PRIZE:
$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO:

AUTOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
A Company Specializing in Assisting Auto Dealers, Paint & Body Shops, and Auto Repair Shops with their Construction and City Intervention Projects

Have You Ever Wished that You Could Find Someone that Understood the Automotive Business as well as Your Construction Project Needs?
If So, Call Jerry DeFeo, Maverick Region Porsche Owner at 972.240.5800
A Proud Supporter of Slipstream and Affiliated with 'Remodeling Consultants'

Joe McGlohen’s
MUSTARD RACING
Services

German and British Car Service and Maintenance by appointment
Specializing in:
All Porsche 914’s
Early 911s through 1989 model year
Race Track Support
Competition Car Maintenance
Race Ergonomics & Instrumentation

2700 B WEST PIONEER PKWY
(125 FEET S. OF PIONEER, ON THE W. SIDE OF CORZINE ST.)
ARLINGTON, TEXAS  76013
817-366-1678

1. In 1968, Porsche Engineers built a small number of 909 Bergspyders mainly for Hillclimbs. Having a gas-filled magnesium frame and composite body, it is the lightest Porsche Race Car of all time; What did it weigh?
   a. 797 lbs  b. 849 lbs  c. 998 lbs  d. 1053 lbs

2. Steve McQueen, our beloved Star of LeMans, had over 50 cars in his lifetime. What was his first brand new car?

3. Many times when he went racing, so that the competitors wouldn’t treat him any differently, he would enter as _______.

4. The very first Porsche, 356-001, was sold by Ferry in 1948. How many different owners did it have before Porsche got it back ten years later in 1958?
   a. 3  b. 5  c. 8  d. 11

5. This same first Porsche #1 was dropped from a Lufthansa forklift on its way to Rennsport II in 2004. But many years before it suffered another accident of sorts when privately owned, it was ____________!
   a. rear-ended by a bus load of nuns
   b. rolled while testing a Race Engine
   c. T-boned by a Mercedes Benz Garbage Truck
   d. stolen from in front of a brothel and wrecked

(125 FEET N. OF PIONEER, ON THE W. SIDE OF CORZINE ST.)
Finally, a Pharmacy for your Porsche!

FIFTH GEAR AUTOMOTIVE

Specializing in

VW  BMW  AUDI  Porsche  Mercedes

We service all makes and models

Performance
- Track Set-up
- Exhaust Upgrades
- Performance Alignments
- Suspension Modifications
- Performance Maintenance

Maintenance & Repair
- Professionals
- 50 years of combined experience
- Great Service is our business!

Sales
- Trade your old Porsche in for a newer model!
- Consignment Sales
- Accessories

Your Complete Satisfaction is our Goal!

Owners: Bill Bernick & Rick Jordan - 28 Years Experience Porsche Trained
1425 FM 407 • Suite 950 • Lewisville, TX 75067 • 972-317-4005
German Engineering With Southern Hospitality

Personal Service.
At Nine-Eleven, we've built a reputation for understanding our customers' needs — quality service, convenient location, state-of-the-art diagnostics, and personalized service that is unmatched in the Metroplex. When you trust your car to us, you will have the peace of mind that it will be serviced correctly the first time. Every time.

Access.
We strongly believe in access to those who will actually work on your car. Our technicians are available in person, by phone, and even by pager if you have questions or need timely information about your car.

Facility.
Our clean shop, well-stocked parts department, and comfortable waiting room ensure that you and your car will get the kind of service you deserve. Maintained tools and equipment. Clean cars. We are meticulous about details.

Parts.
Our parts department is also second to none. Our knowledgeable staff will assist you in finding that necessary part or after-market option you require. We are an authorized dealer for high-performance Recaro seating, Yokohama Tires, Bilstein Shocks, Bosch, and many others. This ensures that whether you are a casual driver or an enthusiast who needs race prep assistance, Nine-Eleven has the experience and knowledge to keep your car running at peak performance.

Convenience.
We are conveniently located near the intersection of Stemmons and LBJ Freeways in Dallas. We offer emergency towing service 24 hours a day and have arranged for special rental car rates with area rental agencies. Come by for a visit between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday-Friday, or call for a service appointment.

Nine-Eleven Enterprises, Inc.
Service, Accessories & Parts for BMW, Mercedes & Porsche
2120 Cindy Lane, Dallas, Texas 75229
972-241-2002
www.nine-eleven.com

BUCKLEY RACING
Complete Porsche service, parts, race prep and rebuilding
New location with secure trailer storage

Jim Buckley
Bryan Henderson
Jeff Frazier
817-239-7969
3029 Caddo Trail
Lake Worth, TX 76135
website: buckley-racing.com
email: buckleyracing@att.net
Happy Hour at Zea Woodfire Grill

by Bob Lewis

The January Happy Hour went to a new location for us. We were at Zea Woodfire Grill. They have two locations in the Dallas area. We went to the one located between Plano and Frisco, just south of the intersection of Hwy 121 and the North Dallas Tollway.

Zea Woodfire Grill’s food is prepared on a wood-fired grill as their name implies. A number of people remarked on how tasty their food is. They prepare beef, chicken, fish, and duck on the grill and have three different sauce combinations you can choose from, plus there are many other items on the menu. Their selection of entrees is extensive, and the price is reasonable, as well. If you haven’t been there, let me recommend that you try Zea Woodfire Grill.

We had a room to ourselves with a glass partition separating us from the rest of the patrons. This arrangement let us enjoy the restaurant’s ambiance yet we had private conversations. It was excellent for our Happy Hour schema.

Our attendance was very good, even though the weather was cold and windy. We had about thirty people, just about all that room would hold without crowding. New to PCA as well as The Maverick Region were Rich Keesecker, Troy & Joan Matz, and Gary & Debbi Oberman. In addition, Todd Hill, Bob Aines, and Lori Mauthe are new to the Happy Hours. I hope that I have not missed any new people, but I was very busy talking and taking pictures with the happy folks.

I visited with Larry Ramsey (and wife Donetta) and learned that Larry is a professional Santa. He goes by the name, “Papa Noel the singing Santa.” This came up in a conversation when we were talking about the Christmas party at Huffaker Hughes Hope House this past December. Our Maverick Region charity supports the abused women’s shelter in Mineral Wells. A gentleman came into the shelter and offered to be Santa for the Christmas party. He was a big hit with all that were there. Larry mentioned we should look him up next year for that part.

Lori Mauthe came to the happy hour representing the DE program in our region. She distributed business-sized cards with this year’s DE schedule and talked about this popular program. Forty percent of the active region members attend the DEs at one time or another. If you haven’t tried it you are missing fun, as well as driving instruction at speed in your Porsche. Most of us have a Porsche for the manner in which they handle, but the track is the place to conduct this activity.

Next HH will be at a popular place: iFratelli. The following month we will meet at Go Fish in Addison. Let me bring to your attention that Go Fish has moved to the intersection of Alpha and Noel roads. This venue has been very popular over the years. Don’t miss it if you are especially fond of fish.

See you soon.

Photos by Bob Lewis

Monda & Mark Hanna with Lori Mauthe

Rich Keesecker & Todd Hill

Launch your Porsche to our next HAPPY HOUR

March 19th at 6:30

GOFISH

OCEAN CLUB
SEAFOOD KITCHEN STEAK

For more information contact:
Monda Hanna - monda.hanna@opco.com
Mike Lockas - mike@lockas.com
Bob Lewis - bincbob@verizon.net

NOTE - GOFISH has moved to
5301 Alpha (at Noel) 972-386-8545

Troy & Joan Matz

Rich Keesecker
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Service, Repairs and Detailing
From Your Friends at RUF Auto Centre

The Owners of RUF Auto Centre are PCA Members and Driving Event Sponsors

- Full Service and Repairs for 944 to 997 and Everything in Between
- Free Loaner Cars Available
- PCA Discounts
- Now Offering Show-Quality Detailing Services!

Call Hans Hallmann or Mark Plummer Today to Schedule An Appointment for Service or Detailing

RUF AUTO CENTRE
214-269-1570 www.rufautocentre.com
3219 Commandaer Drive, Dallas, Texas 75006
**RetroAir/**

**AIR CONDITIONING!**

**1974 TO '89 911 & TURBO UPGRADE KITS AND PARTS!**

Looks Original!

Multi-Flow Condenser

Serpentine Evaporator

1974 - '86 Blower Motor Upgrade!

"**Technically Superior**"

800-840-6162...www.retroair.com

972-960-6899...Dallas, Texas

---

**Custom Garage Interiors**

By American GarageWorks

America's Premier Garage Improvement Specialist

- Designing & Consulting
- Multiple Cabinet Choices
  - Steel, Aluminum, Stainless, Wood etc...
- Multiple Flooring Options
- Themed Interiors
- Overhead Storage Systems
  - Racks & Hoists
- Parking Lifts/Vehicle Turntables
- Vacuum Systems
  - Exhaust & Debris
- Custom Lighting
- Compressed Air
  - Delivery Systems & Compressors
- Access Controls
  - (High Security Containment & Hands Free for Garage Doors & Gates)
- Audio-Visual Centers
- Nitrogen Tire Inflation System
- Equipment & Tool Procurement
- Underground Vehicle Storage

**866.326.4422**

Commercial – Residential

www.Custom-Garage-Interiors.com
New Wheels
by Joel Nannis

Addams, James
Dallas, TX 75205
2003 Carrera

Copley, Richard
Grand Prairie, TX 75052
1986 911

Lee, John (Carole)
Dallas, TX 75219
2009 Turbo

Restivo, Joseph (Rebecca)
Flower Mound, TX 75022
2008 911 Turbo

Bohuslav, Frank
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
1982 911 SC

Killoren, Keith
Dallas, TX 75206
1986 944

Lumsden, Barry
Saginaw, TX 76179
2001 Boxster S

Tiholiz, John (Susan)
Dallas, TX 75230
2007 997

Collins, Jerry (Tammy)
Trophy Club, TX 76262
2002 966 C4

Langhenry, William
Dallas, TX 75209
1999 911

Parks, Diane
Arlington, TX 76011
2001 Boxster

Wentzel, Martin
Dallas, TX 75204
2002 Boxster

Pope, David
Mc Kinney, TX 75069
1987 911

Zigler, Josh
Louisville, TX 75077
1993 968

Welcome, New Members!

You will notice that our region has many Time Trials, Autocrosses, and Drivers’ Education (DE) events (in addition to a yearly Club Race). This has been the spirit of the region for quite some time. We have some of the finest instructors in the country. Make sure you take full advantage of the driving experiences we have to offer.

If this doesn’t suit you, we have monthly happy hours, and lunch gatherings, regular dinner socials, frequent driving tours on some fabulous roads in and around Texas, driving rallies (fun for the whole family), and regular opportunities to support our perpetual charity, The Huffaker Hughes Hope House.

If we don’t have what you’re looking for, just ask us...we might just add something extra to the calendar. Please also feel free to share article ideas (and submissions) to editor@mavpca.org.

We’d love to hear from you!

Anniversaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20 Years</th>
<th>5 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stafford, William</td>
<td>Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein, Richard</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas, Franz</td>
<td>Carrollton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platts, Matthew</td>
<td>Crowley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathjen, Keith</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Jock</td>
<td>Shady Shores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elkins, Charlie
Floyd, Mike
Hays, Jimmy
Kimbrough, Howard
Kling, Bradford
Peticolas, Michael
Thompson, Robert
Turley, Cindy
Turley, Corry
Wilson, Robert

Garland
Frisco
N. Richland Hills
Colleyville
Fort Worth
Dallas
Dallas
Midlothian
Midlothian
Coppell
Unclassifieds

Unclassifieds are available free to Maverick Region Members and are $5 to all others (contact editor for payment details). Please limit size to no more than 6 lines. Ads will run for 3 issues, then removed unless you request that it be run for an additional 3 issues. E-mail your ad to unclassifieds@marvpca.org by the 10th to have your ad run in the following month's Slipstream. Be sure to include a contact name and phone number. If you are selling a car, include mileage and price. Check your ad for accuracy the first time it runs. Contact the editor to have your ad pulled sooner.

Due to space constraints, photos may or may not be included.

For Sale: 1992 968 CAB TIP, 90,000 miles, Ocean Blue, Black top. Checked by RUF Auto Centre Dallas, no faults. $11,500. Call me for more details.
Rolle Tolleton 940-464-7692 Argyle Tx. (1)

45 photos; http://www.flickr.com/photos/txallmans/sets/72157612682224757/ (1)

For Sale: 1986 944 Turbo Transmission, Perfect for AX or DE as it has the limited slip and oil cooler. Unit is used, but not used up. I bought it one year ago and have not been able to compete once. Everythinginside looked great. I have put about 5000 miles on it and it shifts great and sounds great. $1200 Steve Shelley 214-507-2298 or sdfshelly@aol.com (1)

For Sale: 1987 911 Carrera Coupe, Silver Metallic, Dark Blue Interior, 68,000 miles, excellent condition, $25,000. Contact Bill or Rita Heep, heep@sbcglobal.net or 469-272-9798. (1)

For Sale: 1988 Blk/Blk 911 Targa Whale Tail, Black/Black. Whale tail. 85,000 miles. Great everyday driver plus can be taken to the track. for time trials. Ideal for Porsche club. Everything has been through so it drives like a modern car, not one that is 20 years old. Has only been to the track once for about 20 minutes and it handles really well. No accidents, no rust, doesn’t smoke. This car is solid with over $20,000 in upgrades. Also has full leather interior including rare leather electric sport seats. $19,500 Contact Charles cs2hotspur@yahoo.com. (2)

For Sale: CarGraphic performance exhaust system for 2.5 Boxster. Reduced backpressure, better sound, better performance. Retail for $1000. Asking $500 installed or a reasonable offer for you to take away. Carl Amond 817-481-8371 or email carlmond@verizon.net.(2)

For Sale: 2001 Boxster, Speed Yellow/Black/Black, 36K miles. RMS, cam cover gasket, clutch and major service at 35k by Boardwalk. GE extended warranty through July 2009. 2nd owner. $22,000. Contact Gary Smith @ 972.462.9121 (2)

For Sale: 1986 944, Guards Red with tan interior. One owner, 62k original miles, pristine condition. $8700 214-902-9022 Claire Cross, clairedcross@sbcglobal.net (2)


For Sale: 1998 Boxster, Silver/Red, 82k miles, $11,500. Clean street car. May be too good to convert to a Spec Boxster, your choice. Contact Carl Amond 214-481-8371. (3)

For Sale: Brand New 2000 Boxster “Varioecam F1” engine, Not a “reman,” factory new! Will work in a 2000 911throttle car or can also install in a ‘97 - ‘99 cable throttle car. Not legal for Spec Boxster but would make a nice upgrade for a street car. $8000 if you have a 2.5 core to trade or $9500 outright. Contact Carl Amond 214-481-8371. (3)

For Sale: Various Boxster / 996 parts, AC compressors, air bags, AC radiator, energy absorbing bumper mounts, one axle for a Boxster tiptronic control module from a ‘98 Boxster, ABS unit to give your Boxster traction control, and more. Contact Carl Amond 214-481-8371. (3)

For Sale: 911 Carrera S Coupe, Tiptronic, arc titanium/grey, aerokit, am/fm 10cd player, pwr seat pkg, motor sound,18 turbo hollow twist wheels, records, just serviced 107,000 miles. Contact Lenny at 972 333 2731 cell or lboutris@yahoo.com Price $ 33,500. (3)

For Sale or trade: 1992 968 for trade for Boxster (S) Looking back over the 6 Porsches I have owned since college (914, 944S, 930, 944 Turbo, Boxster and now 968) the one I liked the best and miss the most is my old Boxster. So I would like to find out if anyone out there is interested in trading their Boxster MY 2000+(5)...hey a guy can dream... (manual only, clean title, Car Fax and PPI optional) for my very clean / excellent condition 1992 968. Perhaps you have not heard of the 968? It is the last iteration of the 944 series, and many think the best version too. And this one is in a rare color combination too: Slate Gray Metallic / Classic Gray interior. I have a lot of information / documentation about this car if you are interested in trading pinks. Bottom line, I miss a rag top! I And am willing to bet that someone out there is in a similar mind set as me... you would like to move from a Boxster to a different Porsche. Let’s talk!! Rob Turner, 817-296-8835, pearfan@gmail.com (3)
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Louden Motorcar Services has been servicing fine European motorcars in Dallas since 1977. From the moment you drive in, it is apparent that quality is our number one priority. From the comfortable waiting room to the well-kept workshop, Louden Motorcars exhibits professionalism.

We’ve been winning awards for the quality of our service for years. Louden has been rated “Best in Dallas” twice by D Magazine, “Best in Texas,” “Top Ten in the U.S.” and “Best in the West” by the Robert Bosch Corporation (worldwide leader in fuel injection and electronics).

And we’d like the opportunity to show you why.
Just let us know when you'll be in to pick it up.

POSCHE

Autobahn Porsche
817-336-0885
2815 White Settlement Road
Fort Worth, TX 76107
www.AutobahnPorsche.com
Showroom hours
8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturday

Car and Home Insurance with
My Personal Service

Member
356 Registry
PCA

Bill McBride, Agent
6136 Frisco Square Blvd., Ste. 350
Frisco, TX 75034
Bus: 214-387-0003
www.billmcbride.us
Frisco Square

Please contact me for Auto and Home Insurance needs!

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company • Bloomington, IL
statefarm.com